
THE MASTER DREAM WEAVER AND THE GRAND ILLUSION… 

If that which I am is still sleeping right now as I type this and you read it, then 

the dream is still very much my reality. Any illusion that I create, is my reality 

until I awake from its influence. When my physical man sleeps at night and falls 

into the dream state, unless I become lucid and awaken within the dream which 

for is for most of us an extremely rare occasion, I„ll never know I‟m dreaming 

until the physical part of me… the Dream Weaver awakens. 
 

I may awaken and say …”what a weird, crazy, chaotic and totally ridiculously 

mixed up dream that was”. Once I am awake and I asses it with my everyday 

normal waking consciousness there may be none of it that makes any sense to 

me at all. As bits and pieces of it surface in my memory, I can only shake my 

head and wonder why I would have such a chaotic dream at all. It‟s sometimes 

good to ask yourself this question…” if I can find myself in a dream as crazy as 
some of them are, without having a clue that they are dreams”, then can I 

really be certain that I‟m not dreaming now? 
If you say that you know that what you are experiencing now as your life is not 

a dream… I would ask you to tell me by what means do you know this? 
 

There is an awesome parallel between what some in the past have termed “the 

Adamic dream”, refering to time space reality… and what we know of the 

dreaming state of consciousness. It‟s interesting there is no record in Genesis 

where we read of God waking Adam once he had put him to sleep in the 

process of bringing forth Eve. I would not attempt to convince anyone that this 

was deliberate on the part of the writer of Genesis, but it is interesting that we 

don‟t find God waking Adam in this story. We do however find that in Luke 

when tracing the genealogy of Jesus back to Adam it says … “Adam which 
was the son of God”. 

 

This “Adam” represents the human race. We are “the son of God”, meaning we 

are the word that became flesh. If there is anything anywhere in existence that 

is not God would someone care to please tell me how it got here, and who 

created it? Because only the mind that is still in the prodigal stage of the five 

sense insanity could still believe in more then God as the one and only power 

there is or ever was or could be. And that all of creation… leaving nothing out, 

came forth out of this God. 



 

Even the five sense man will agree that God is perfect assuming he believes in 

God. Man is the image of the unseen God. Man was not made in Gods image… 

man IS Gods image. He is the Word appearing as flesh. Not in flesh, as flesh! 

All that God created came forth from within God. God is spirit, and nothing that 

came forth from God is anything but spirit. It is Gods image that has labeled 

this and that and the other thus we have what is known as “matter” but the 

absolute truth of it is its all spirit, it‟s all God. someone has rightly said that 
“matter is spirit slowed down to visibility” 

 

We the ONE created the many. We the ONE sleep on creating the grand 

illusion. Man the image of the Grand Dream Weaver is the dream characters 

acting out the dream as the Dreamer dreams on. A lucid dreamer is one who 

suddenly finds himself awake within the dream. He becomes conscious of the 

fact that he is dreaming and when that realization overtakes him he 

automatically knows that since he is dreaming he is in total control of the 

dream. This knowledge of complete control always comes with the realization 

that he‟s dreaming, it comes with the territory. 
 

I have had the experience of the lucid dream and can tell you that this 

experience is wonderful. The feeling that steals over you when in a dream you 

suddenly come fully awake and realize “This is a dream” is difficult to 

describe except to just say the feeling of being in total control while at the same 

time knowing you are dreaming and can now do so many things that you 

cannot do while awake, such as fly high above the lakes and tree tops, through 

mountains etc. you do all these wonderful things and it is totally real to your 

senses. Nothing that you could experience after waking in the morning could 

ever possibly seem any more real then your lucid dream. The exhilaration, the 

emancipation, the total freedom is simply wonderful. You would not care if you 

never woke up. seriously! 
 

Why is the lucid dream a wonderful parallel to the Adamic dream? Because it 

can speak to me, and reveal to me the nature of this seeming reality. As I 

become lucid in this dream of war and all the things that I could list here that 

cannot be real, I will realize that, that which I am is dreaming. An awareness 

will slowly and surely creep into my consciousness that what I‟ve been 



perceiving as reality is no more then an illusion, a dream that I have been 

dreaming and as this knowledge takes possession of me I then will become 

aware of it as a dream and with that awareness will come the freedom to fly 

far above the five sense realm… and… 
 

To awaken within the dream is very near for all who feel out of place in this 

illusion, this dream they know cannot be the real world. Some of the signs that 

you are stirring in your bed is your feeling of being in a matrix that is totally 

foreign to your nature. Does the whole world often seem that it has gone 

insane? Is your dream becoming more bazaar, stranger, and more chaotic 

more crazy? Do you find yourself attempting to figure out why so many seem to 

be from another planet? Some probably are. This experience I believe is a good 

indication that the morning sun of a new dawn is swiftly coming up on the 

horizon. 

That‟s when you awaken and say… now that was one chaotic and crazy 

dream. 
 

P.S. to whatever degree you become aware that this is a dream, with it comes a 
wonderful feeling that nothing really matters all that much. You stop taking life 
so seriously for this comes with knowing you are still dreaming. This is not bad 
news but on the contrary it‟s very good. With this awareness no matter what 

takes place, no matter what life hands you, you have the fullest assurance that 
there is another place where you are alright. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


